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Effect of mobility of H2O and ions at polymer-metal interfaces on longterm stability of coated systems
Research activities:


Attenuated total reflection - Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) in
the Kretschmann geometry, is a powerful tool
frequently used to study metal-polymer
interfacial chemistry. It is known that the depth
from which the FTIR information is generated is
in the order of hundreds of nanometers.
Therefore, next to the molecular organization at
the interface, also the polymer chemistry above
the interface contribute to the FTIR signal.
Another way to deduce the molecular
organization at solid-solid interfaces is by using
the inherently surface sensitive tool; visibleinfrared sum-frequency generation spectroscopy
(SFG). This work unveils the molecular
organization at a hidden polyester – zinc
interface using both ATR-FTIR and SFG to
illustrate the complementarity of both
techniques
This research was done in collaboration with the

Institute of Particle Technology (LFG), FriedrichAlexander-Universität-Erlangen-Nürnberg

AFM (surface roughness), EIS (oxide resistance),
FTIR (acid-base properties) and pull-off tests
(adhesion strength). A large part of this research
was conducted by Maxine Ankora.
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